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are blinded and peer-reviewed by an expert panel of researchers at independent academic institutions. The Journal also publishes issues
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safety and efficacy of these products so an informed and confident product recommendation can be made to patients. The Journal accepts
no advertising. All papers accepted for publication will be assessed a placement fee of US$800 per published page.
Manuscript Submission—All manuscripts are to be previously unpublished, in whole or in part, to be acceptable for review and publication.
The Journal will be assigned all rights to works accepted for publication. Manuscripts, figures, and tables should be prepared in either Word
or WordPerfect, and emailed as an attachment to EditorJClinDent@gmail.com. All manuscripts should be double-spaced and composed of
the following sections: Abstract (Objective, Methods, Results, Conclusions), Introduction (with background of prior research and problem
statement), Materials and Methods (how the research was conducted specifically), Results (with data and findings only), Discussion (author
description of meaning of the results, conclusions, and directions for future research in the area), and References (formats listed below).
Additionally, The Journal requires disclosure of the source for funding of the study, if any, in an Acknowledgment to appear at the end of
the paper. The corresponding author will be identified, with e-mail address, following the Acknowledgment.
Manuscript Format—The following format applies to manuscripts; those which do not follow the format will be returned for adjustments.
• Abstracts are brief and are used only as a summary of the research.
• Tables are numbered using Roman notation (e.g., I, II, III, IV, etc.) with centered titles and initial caps.
• Figures are numbered using Arabic notations (e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc.) with descriptions to be placed below the figure.
• All tables and figures are to be referred to within the text to aid the reader.
• All named products should be followed by either a ™ or ®, and should include the product’s manufacturer and location of same by
city and country within parentheses.
• Indexing is used at the completion of an annual volume. As such, three to ten key words should accompany each paper.
• Author affiliations are encouraged, along with credentials such as DDS, DMD, PhD, etc.
Citations—All previous work or factual statements require documentation from the published literature. Citations should be numbered as
they appear within the text and listed by the same number within the Reference section of the paper. For the convenience of the reader, citations
in the text may only be listed by reference number, or if reference to the authors is made, only the first author should be listed followed
by et al.When a citation has just two authors, both names should be cited in the text. All authors of a cited publication MUST BE LISTED
within the Reference section of the paper (et al. is not accepted in Reference section). The following sample format applies to all references:
Book Source
Whole Book
Smith DF, Jones GH. Dental Hygiene and Dental Practice. 3rd Ed. Scientific Publisher, Philadelphia, 2010.
Chapter within Book
Black JK. Root scaling. In: Dental Hygiene and Dental Practice, Smith DF, Jones GH, eds. Scientific Publisher, Philadelphia,
pp. 325-50, 2010.
Journal Source (Please note new format)
White DJ, Duschner H, Pioch T. Effect of bleaching treatments on microleakage of Class I restorations. J Clin Dent 2008;19:33-6.
Spelling and syntax used within the manuscript will be corrected using the Random House Dictionary of the English Language (American
Version). All numbers in the text of ten or less should be written out (e.g., one, five, ten). All numbers over ten should be given in numeric
form (e.g., 11, 15, 116). No abbreviations such as “vs.” or “exam” should be used in place of “versus” or “examination.”
Following manuscript review, the Senior Editor will compile the comments of the reviewers, along with his own, and correspond with the
lead author detailing adjustments which will be required before a paper is considered “accepted.” Re-submitted papers are thoroughly reviewed
to confirm compliance with the comments.
Following acceptance, page proofs will be forwarded to the lead author for approval and assignment (sign-off). These must be returned as
soon as possible to the Publisher with notations or corrections. All papers accepted for publication will be in print within 16 weeks of acceptance.
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